
Project Clean Penny:



Big Question

The big question that we are going to be answering is what kind of acids will clean a 
penny the cleanest.

             This                                                

                                                               TO THIS



Research: Dirty Penny 
The reason a penny turns dull is negative charged oxygen atoms are attracted to 
positive charged copper atoms in the penny. When oxygen binds with the copper it 
makes copper oxide. It is normally a dark brown or even black.                                              

                              This                     

                                                                                          To this                                                                            



Research: Clean Penny 

The penny gets cleaned by the acids breaking the copper oxide off the penny. Though 
the acid is good it is better with some salt. The reason that it is better with salt is the salt 
breaks down the somewhat freeing Chlorine ions into the solution making some kind of 
copper oxide allowing the acid to free more of the copper oxide off of the penny making 
it clean.                                                        Dull to clean



Research: Happens to The Penny 

The copper surface is oxidized , which slows the formation of copper acetate. When you 
add chlorides to the solution  , the chloride penetrates the oxide layer and creates a 
hole in the layer that allows acetate to react with the copper.

                                                                  

                                                        +                                                            =



Hypothesis: Cleanest Acid 

My hypothesis is that selter water will clean the penny  the most because it is so bubbly 
with bubbles. Though my research has shown that when you add salt to the acid it 
makes the acid more effective so the vinegar and salt will maybe clean it the most. In 
the order of the cleanest it will go vinegar and salt, seltzer water,  lemon juice, and last 
but not least apple juice.                    Vinegar and Salt  1                            

                                            Seltzer Water                                Lemon Juice

                                                                                                                              Apple Juice 4    

                                                                  



Materials For Project Clean Penny.   

For Project Clean Cenny I will need…

● 8 clips
● 8 pencils
● 30ml of lemon juice
● 30ml of apple juice
● 30ml of vinegar
● 30ml of soda
● And a tbsp of salt.



Procedure 

I am going to get medicine cups that are clean. Iʼll then get pencils and clips,and 8 dirty 
pennies. Then I will clip the penny and pencil with the clip. I will then fill the medicine 
cup up with the acids. I will then write all the observations down on the paper. 

Step by 

Step by 

Step…



Variables 

 

● One thing that could benefit is salt that my 
research showed  that it might be more 
powerful. 

● The things that could weaken it is if bacteria or 
since I have pets if they mess with it.



Observations 
For the acids on day 1 the penny is cleaned the most by apple juice. Each of the other pennys have not cleaned 
their penny at all. They are all a dark brown or a blacky color. For the seltzer water the penny is not rely any 
cleaner but it is covered in bubbles. For the lemon juice the penny is not cleaned yet but I think it will in the next 
few days.The apple juice is a little clean but mostly shiny. The vinegar penny is looking a little shiny but not clean. 
I will for the next five days will check on the pennies at 7:00. It is now day 2 and the apple juice has still cleaned 
the penny better but vinegar is very close behind. Next there is the seltzer water and then lemon juice. The lemon 
juice has a lot of black stuff in it and it turned clear. The seltzer water there is nothing different but there is still a 
lot of bubbles on it. Day 3 lemon juice is still dirty there is now even more black stuff that came of the penny in the 
liquid. There is also a big spot that is not yellow but clear. Apple juice has clean its pennys as if they were never 
dirty. Seltzer water is still not cleaned that much and the penny is covered in bubbles still. Vinegar has one of its 
pennys. The vinegar and salt have cleaned the penny and are turning blue for some reason the penny also turned 
blue. Day 4 and nothing ha actually changed I think that the acids have cleaned the pennys the most that they 
can. Day5 the same thing as yesterday nothing happened. The results are that apple juice clean it the most then 
vinegar, lemon juice , then seltzer water.



Graphs/Data

1 = Dirty
2 = little clean
3 = little dirty
4 =clean 
5 = super clean



Conclusions

I learned that not all acids are as powerful as they look. I learned that the acids do not 
give the pennys super powers.  I learn that from my research that a acid might do better 
with salt. My data and research showed that more sugar in a acid is the better it will do. I 
can infer that if I added sugar to every thing it would clean better.

                                                                                                                       Wrap it all up



Reflection 
 I would also change the acids and put some sugar in them. I might even to benefit the 
acids cleaning is also put salt in them. I would also instead of seltzer water I would put 
real soda with caffeine like mountain dew. I also might change how long I let the penny 
sit in the acid. There are many things I could change but these are the things that I 
would change. I also think that it would be cool if I did 4 acids with salt then the same 
acids but with no salt and see if salt does do anything. I would also take more pictures 
of the project.

                               

What would I                                                    if I did it again.



Abstract

In my project I was seeing which acid will clean a penny the most. I found out that apple 
juice will clean it the most in the acids I used. I learned that a acid with more sugar will 
clean a penny the most. It will improve the penny cleaning if you add salt it might or it 
might not. I also observed that instead of clean some of the pennies the acids 
disintegrated them. I learned a few new thing and a few things also surprised me. 


